FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

6 x 30 minute series

HOW A MOVIE STAR AND A MILLIONAIRE HELP STAGE
THE BIGGEST COMEBACK IN SPORTING HISTORY

South Sydney Story is a six-part
observational documentary series
that follows the fascinating and
inspiring insight into the inner
workings of a battling football
club, fighting for survival and the
two extraordinary men who stake
their high profile reputations and
money on turning the team around.
South Sydney Rugby League Team;
nicknamed The Rabittohs are a battlers
football club. Once labelled “The Pride of
the League” due to their overwhelming
dominance in the early years of the
rugby league, the club has fallen on hard
times. But all that is about to change.
The club is thrown a $3 million dollar
lifeline as two avid South Sydney fans,
Academy Award winning actor Russell
Crowe and millionaire businessman Peter
Holmes a Court join forces to buy the club
and become the driving force of a new era
of South Sydney.
Follow the trials and tribulations of the
biggest sporting coup in Australian History;
from the boardroom to the dressing rooms
to the training track and the playing field
we discover the ideas behind the ownership
decisions. With new coach and squad on
board, along with the support of their everfaithful fans will they work together and
leave their mark on the game.
South Sydney Story isn’t just about
football it’s about the courage and
hope of one extraordinary team, their
new owners and their fighting spirit to
stay in the game, to stand strong
and mighty and be once again
“The Pride of the League”.
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